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Abstract

Interfacial or separate phase location of carbonaceous nanofillers (graphene

and carbon nanotubes) in polymer blends with co-continuous phases can lead

to double percolation behavior, significantly increasing rheological and electri-

cal properties. The prediction of the morphology and the location of the

nanofillers has been used as a tool to evaluate the proprieties of co-continuous

polymer blends. This work aims to highlight the superior conductivity levels

achieved using a low amount of carbon-based fillers, by the proper selection in

a multiphase polymer matrix as a template for controlled dispersion and spatial

distribution of the nanoparticles, offering a compromise between easy process-

ability and enhanced performance. Here, two polymers (linear low-density

polyethylene [LLDPE] and ethylene-co-methylacrylate [EMA]) and their co-

continuous blend (LLDPE/EMA) were loaded with nanofillers (few-layer

graphene [FLG], few-walled carbon nanotube [FWCNT]) via continuous melt

mixing in twin-screw extrusion, separate and simultaneously. It was observed

that the addition of the nanofillers changed the co-continuity of the blend, with

the probable migration of the nanofillers from the EMA (hydrophilic) phase to

the LLDPE (hydrophobic) phase. Rheological percolation occurred preferen-

tially in blends containing FWCNT and FLG/FWCNT. Electrical conductivity

was observed in all compositions, with higher electrical conductivity being

noticed in hybrids.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Conductive polymer nanocomposites (CPCs) have gener-
ated significant interest due to their range of applications,
ease of manufacture, and their adjustable properties,
depending on the composition and properties of the
selected materials. In the development of CPCs, the use
of nanoparticles, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and
graphene, dispersed in a polymer matrix, produces a co-
support network between both fillers,[1,2] which is electri-
cally conductive but directly dependent on the properties
of the polymer and filler used. To produce conductive
nanocomposites, the excellent electrical properties of the
graphene and CNT cannot be disturbed by the formation
of agglomerates to obtain nanocomposites with satisfac-
tory electrical conductivity.

The performance of CPCs is not only achieved using
nanofillers with excellent conducting properties, but by
also optimizing the dispersion, interfacial chemistry, and
nanoscale morphology to take advantage of the large sur-
face area per unit of volume that they present. Consider-
ing the high surface area of the nanoparticles and the
dispersion, their application in CPCs at low volumetric
fractions can generate a co-continuous network of
particles,[3] and affect the behavior of the surrounding
polymer matrix,[4,5] leading to a modification of its ther-
mal, mechanical, and electrical properties.

A highly conductive co-continuous network can be
obtained using high aspect ratio fillers, allowing the
achievement of an equal or greater electrical conductivity
observed in a conductive nanocomposite with lower filler
content compared to one with high filler content. How-
ever, to achieve a better balance between electrical con-
ductivity and mechanical properties, the formation of a
structure with double percolation is essential. This kind
of structure, typical of a polymer blend with co-
continuous morphology, can induce the conductive fillers
to be selectively located in one of the phases or at the
interface between them, significantly reducing the
amount of filler necessary to build an electrical perco-
lated network.[6]

Bai et al[7] demonstrated recently that the interfacial
location of graphene in polymer blends with co-
continuous phases proved to be effective in stabilizing the
morphology and increasing conductivity with a low elec-
trical percolation threshold. In this work, blends of poly-
lactic acid (PLA) and polystyrene were obtained with
thermally reduced graphene oxide (r-GO) located on the
interface. The resulting nanocomposites showed signifi-
cantly higher conductivity at low filler fractions, having a
percolation threshold of about 0.028% by volume. It has
also been found that r-GO is transferred from the PLA
phase to the interface during mixing and annealing,

giving rise to a 3D network, which stabilizes the co-
continuous structure. It was concluded that the premixing
process, as well as, the blending sequence were determin-
ing factors for the r-GO particles' location in the blend.

Al-Saleh[8] investigated the electrical properties of
nanocomposites mixed by melting graphene
nanoplatelets/polypropylene (GNPs/PP) and also with
GNPs/CNT/PP. The influence of the processing condi-
tions on the electrical properties of the prepared
nanocomposites was evaluated. It was also found that the
electrical percolation threshold of the GNPs/PP
nanocomposite was 4 vol% and that after adding only 1%
by weight of CNT in the GNPs/PP blend, a significant
improvement in electrical properties was obtained. How-
ever, the CNT/PP nanocomposite exhibited better con-
ductivity compared to the GNPs/PP and GNPs/CNT/PP
nanocomposites. For the same concentration of
nanofillers, the GNPs/CNT/PP hybrids showed better
properties with the increase in the CNT volume fraction
due to the better dispersion of the nanotubes and their
strong adhesion at the CNT/PP interfaces.

It has been demonstrated that nanocomposites con-
taining two immiscible polymers, where one of the
phases is an amorphous or a semicrystalline polymer
matrix, and the other is an elastomer, can reduce the per-
colation threshold through the formation of a more
extensive conductor network.[9–11] Although there are
many studies involving carbon-based conductive
nanocomposites, the vast majority make use of multilay-
ered CNTs (MWCNTs) and GNPs. However, it is known
that few-walled CNTs (FWCNTs) stand out from other
types of nanotubes as they retain the mechanical and
electronic properties of the inner layers.[12] Few-layer
graphene (FLG) is better than GNPs for electronic appli-
cations because, as shown by Fang et al,[13] the electrical
conductivity of graphene is considerably reduced with
the increase in the number of layers.

Although there is already a study of an linear
low-density polyethylene/ethylene-co-methylacrylate
(LLDPE/EMA) blend, neither this study nor those that
evaluated other similar polymer nanocomposites con-
taining carbonaceous nanofillers, made use of FLG and
FWCNTs under the conditions herein. The influence of
two different nanofillers (FLG and FWCNT) and the
mixture strategy on the structural and electrical proper-
ties of nanocomposites based on LLDPE, EMA, and
LLDPE/EMA as matrices were investigated. Fourteen
compositions (four with LLDPE, four with EMA, and four
with LLDPE/EMA blend) with varying nanofiller con-
tents (1.5 and 3 wt% of FLG; 1 and 2 wt% of FWCNT) and
two hybrids with LLDPE/EMA (1.5%FLG/1%FWCNT and
3FLG%/2%FWCNT) were prepared, using the solid-solid
deposition (SSD) method[14] in a twin-screw extruder.
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The motivation of the present work is to highlight the
superior conductivity levels achieved using a lower
amount of carbon-based fillers when compared with
other studies, by the proper selection in a multiphase
polymer matrix as a template for controlled dispersion
and spatial distribution of the nanoparticles, offering a
compromise between easy processability and enhanced
performance. The influence of different mixing strategies
on the molten state and the different formulations, as
well as the reflection of these variables, were evaluated
through analysis of the surface (contact angle [CA]),
structural (Raman spectroscopy), morphological (scan-
ning electron microscopy [SEM]), rheological (oscillatory
tests), and electrical properties of the carbon-based
nanocomposites.

2 | MATERIALS

In this work, LLDPE (SLL318, Braskem) with a melt flow
index of 2.7 and a processing temperature range between
170�C and 210�C, and EMA (Arkema) with a melt flow
index of 2 to 3.5 g/10 minutes and a melting peak of 61�C
were used as received (pellets). Graphene with an aver-
age specific area of 137.3 m2/g and a lateral size of 1 μm
was purchased from 2DM Materials (Singapore). CNTs

with a diameter distribution of 3 to 9 nm, a length of
100 to 200 μm, and a purity of 90% were donated by
CTNANO/UFMG (Brazil). The compositions were desig-
nated from the abbreviations of each component
(FLG, FWCNT, EMA, and LLDPE), with the different
mass fraction values of the fillers (x and y), located in
front of each name (xFLG and yFWCNT). For the
LLDPE/EMA composition, the blend abbreviation was
chosen, hiding the fraction of each polymer (60% of
LLDPE and 40% of EMA) since it was the only blend
composition used, as shown in Table 1.

3 | METHODOLOGY

3.1 | Preparation of CPC films

For the manufacture of the nanocomposites, a
corotational twin-screw extruder L/D = 40 (Process
11, ThermoScientific) was used, adopting a feeding rate
of 4 g/min, a profile temperature from the funnel up
to the die of 170�C/170�C/180�C/180�C/190�C/190�C/
200�C/200�C, and a screw speed of 150 rpm. The impreg-
nation of the polymer matrices was completed using the
SSD method,[14] where the ground polymer (LLDPE or
EMA), the nanofiller (FLG, FWCT, or FLG/FWCNT),

TABLE 1 Compositions with

respective fractions of each

component used N Abbreviation

Mass fraction (wt%)

LLDPE EMA FLG FWCNT

1 LLDPE 100 — —

2 EMA — 100 — —

3 Blend 60 40 — —

4 LLDPE/1.5%FLG 100 — 1.5 —

5 EMA/1.5%FLG — 100 1.5 —

6 LLDPE/3%FLG 100 — 3.0 —

7 EMA/3%FLG 100 3.0 —

8 LLDPE/1%FWCNT 100 — — 1.0

9 EMA/1%FWCNT — 100 — 1.0

10 LLDPE/2%FWCNT 100 — — 2.0

11 EMA/2%FWCNT — 100 — 2.0

12 Blend/1.5%FLG 60 40 1.5 —

13 Blend/3%FLG 60 40 3.0 —

14 Blend/1%FWCNT 60 40 — 1.0

15 Blend/2%FWCNT 60 40 — 2.0

16 Blend/1.5%FLG/1%FWCNT 60 40 1.5 1.0

17 Blend/3%FLG/2%FWCNT 60 40 3.0 2.0

Abbreviations: EMA, ethylene-co-methylacrylate; FLG, few-layer graphene; FWCNT, few-
walled carbon nanotube; LLDPE, linear low-density polyethylene.
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and the water solution (containing the exfoliated
graphene sheets) are added to a round-bottom flask.
While the mixture is drying, the rotational movement of
the rotoevaporator makes it possible to impregnate the
granulated polymer with the nanoparticles. In the com-
positions containing only FWCNT, the direct addition
of these fillers occurred during mixing in an R-100
Rotavapor from Buchi.

For the compositions containing FLG/FWCNT or
FLG, water exfoliation was performed in an ultrasonic
bath (Elmasonic P 60H) for 2 hours at Tamb, before the
impregnation process. After the rotoevaporation, the
polymers impregnated with the nanofillers were dried in
a vacuum oven for 14 hours at 50�C. After that, all the
compositions containing one polymeric matrix under-
went one extrusion step. It is vital to remember, for the
compositions containing two matrices, that the impreg-
nation took place in only the EMA matrix, where after
the first extrusion step, a second extrusion was per-
formed when the LLDPE matrix was added. The
extruded material was then milled, and compression-
pressed films were prepared in a Solab uniaxial hydraulic
press, with a capacity of 15 T, at a temperature of 170�C,
according to the following pressurizing ramp: 0.5 T for
1 minute and 30 seconds, followed by the application of
2 T for 2 minutes. The pressed films were then removed
from the press and placed on a flat, cool surface, and
allowed to cool in air. The evaluated compositions with
their respective fractions of each component are
described in Table 1. Here, is important to mentioned
that the fillers concentrations were chosen with values
below those found in the literature (10-20 wt%[8,15–17])
applying a processing methodology developed by our
research group[14] in order to achieve better conductivity
values.

4 | CHARACTERISATIONS

4.1 | Surface properties analysis

The wettability of the polymeric films was evaluated
using a KRÜSS goniometer—Drop Shape Analyzer
(DSA100) based on the sessile drop method. All the tests
were carried out in an air atmosphere at 20�C using
deionized water (γ = 72.1 mJ/m2, γp = 51 mJ/m2 and
γd = 21.8 mJ/m2) and ethylene glycol (γ = 47.7 mJ/m2,
γp = 21.3 mJ/m2 and γd = 26.4 mJ/m2) as wetting
solvents. The surface energy, dispersion, and polar
components were estimated using the Owens-Wendt-
Rabel-Kaelble method[18,19] which is a modification of
the Fowkes model[20] and calculated as follows:

γSV = γdSV + γpSV ð1Þ

γLV = γdLV + γpLV ð2Þ

γSL = γSV + γLV−2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γdSV:γ

d
LV

q
−2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γpSV:γ

p
LV

q
ð3Þ

γLV 1+ cosθð Þ=2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γdSV:γ

d
LV

q
+2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γpSV:γ

p
LV

q
ð4Þ

where θ is the CA of the liquid, γSV is the solid surface
tension, γLV is the liquid surface tension, γSL is the liquid-
solid interfacial tension, and γdSV,γ

p
SV,γ

d
LV,γ

p
LV represent

the contributions from the dispersion and dipole-dipole
interaction of γSL and γLV.

[21] All the measurements were
performed at least 5 times for each drop evaluated; the
mean and SD were taken from 50 CA measurements
from the same drop.

4.2 | Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra of the polymeric films were obtained using
a WITEC Raman spectrometer, model UHTS 300, coupled
to a Witec CCD detector (model DV401A-BV-352). The
focusing of the laser on the sample and the collection of
scattered radiation were completed using a Witec optical
microscope (Carl Zeiss, Serien-Nr 334000409). An excita-
tion line with a wavelength at 532 nm of an Nd-YAG laser
(Photonics, model Xtra-OS-00400), 10 accumulations,
4 seconds/spectrum integration time, and ×100 magnifica-
tion lens was used. The integrity and quality of the FLGs
and FWCNTs nanofillers were evaluated after melt blend-
ing, and the interfacial interactions between the polymers
and the CNTs were investigated.

4.3 | Scanning electron microscopy

The morphologies of the samples were analyzed using a
field emission gun SEM (SEM, Auriga, Zeiss), with a volt-
age of 5 kV. Before SEM analysis, LLDPE/EMA nano-
composites were fractured in liquid nitrogen and
sputtered with a thin layer of gold using a sputtering
machine (Bal-Tec SCD).

4.4 | Rheological analysis

Rheological measurements were made at 200�C in an
Anton Paar rotational rheometer, model Physica MCR
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301, which is equipped with a parallel plate of Φ25 mm

and a gap of 1 mm. The sample chamber was purged
with continuous airflow. A strain amplitude of 1% was
applied for the oscillatory frequency sweep of 0.1 to
625 rad/s. The influence of the dispersion degree on the
electrical conductivity of the nanocomposites was
evaluated.

4.5 | Electrical conductivity

Electrical conductivity was measured at room tempera-
ture using a Solartron, model 1260A, impedance ana-
lyzer, where the polymeric films were placed between
two carbon cloth electrodes (area of 0.785 cm2) coated
with a Teflon/Vulcan carbon ink to ensure good contact
and minimizing sample/electrode interfacial impedance.
For each conductivity value obtained, three measure-
ments were made on three different samples. The imped-
ance spectra were collected at the frequency range of
0.1 Hz to 1 MHz, and the electrical conductivity (σ) was
obtained from Equation (5):

σ=
1
ρ
=

d
RS

ð5Þ

where ρ is the electrical resistivity, d is the thickness of
the samples, and S is the cross-sectional area. The electri-
cal resistance R was obtained from the intercept of the
low-frequency limit of the impedance arc with the real
axis of the complex plane.

5 | RESULTS

5.1 | Prediction of co-continuous
morphology of polymer blends

It is known that the development of the morphology
depends on the rheological properties of the components
of the blends, interfacial tension, the composition of the
blends, and the processing conditions.[22] As blends with
co-continuous morphology may offer more interesting
combinations of properties than blends with a dispersed-
type structure, there has been a growing interest in this
type of material.[23] For example, a co-continuous struc-
ture significantly improved the electrical properties of
conductive polymeric nanocomposites, in comparison
with the same blends with a dispersed morphology.[6,24,25]

When developing co-continuous structures by the
intensive mixing of two melted polymers in a shear field,
the blend becomes more effective when the viscosities

and volume fractions of the two components are the
same. This happens because equal volume fractions max-
imize the opportunity to maintain connectivity, as no
component is present in a smaller quantity. Nevertheless,
in most systems, the viscosities of the components are dif-
ferent.[26]

The following relationship describes the phase inversion
composition in terms of volume fractions and viscosity.

ϕ1,PI=ϕ2,PI*η2=η1 ffi 1 ð6Þ

where ηi is the viscosity and ϕi,PI is the volumetric fraction
of the phase inversion of component i. Using λ = η2/η1
and ϕ1,PI = 1 − ϕ2,PI, the phase inversion composition
becomes:

ϕ2,PI =
1

1+ λð Þ ð7Þ

The relationship represented by Equations (6) and
(7), proposed by Utracki, is not sufficient to make this
prediction since one of the conditions that must be satis-
fied for its use is that the viscosity ratio between the poly-
mers must be equal to 1.[27–29]

Utracki[28] subsequently developed an approach
based on “intrinsic viscosities” [η] and the maximum vol-
umetric fraction of packaging ;m, including the viscosity
concentration behavior and assuming that the viscosities
of the blend resulting from the addition of polymer 2 to
polymer 1 and vice versa are the same in the phase inver-
sion composition. Using this argument and a relation
given by Krieger and Dougherty to rigid monodispersed
spheres, he developed Equation (8), which can be simpli-
fied for the relation given in Equation (9), for values of λ
between 0.1 and 10.

λ=
ϕm−ϕ2,PI

ϕm−ϕ1,PI

� � η½ �;m
ð8Þ

ϕ2,PI =
1− logλ= η½ �ð Þ

2
ð9Þ

Assuming that [η] is equal to 1.9 for spherical
domains and that ϕm = 0.84.

With this knowledge in mind, the starting point is the
calculation of the phase inversion composition ØPI where
theoretically co-continuity can be found. For this, it is
necessary to initially calculate the shear rate (γ) in the
screw channel,[30] because from this value the viscosity
values of the polymers that need to be used in Equa-
tion (10) are known.
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γ=
π x Dx N

h
ð10Þ

where γ (s−1) is the approximated shear rate in the screw
channel, D (mm) is the screw diameter = 11 mm, N (rps)
is the screw velocity = 2.5 rps, and h (mm) is the channel
depth = 0.2 mm.

With the value of each variable, as showed below, we
applied Equation (10) again:

γ=
π x D x N

h
=
π x 11 x 2:5

0:2
= 431:96 s−1

After obtaining the shear rate, capillary rheology was
performed on a Ceast, model SR20, capillary rheometer
on the LLDPE and EMA matrices to obtain the viscosity
values required for the calculation of the λ viscosity ratio
as described by Equation (8).

Knowing that λ= η2
η1
, as described by Equations (6)

and (7).where η1 = 778.08 Pa.s = viscosity of LLDPE and
η2 = 382.95 Pa.s = viscosity of EMA.

This gives:

λ=
η2
η1

=
382:95Pa:s
778:08Pa:s

= 0:4921

With the value of λ and using Equation (9):
ϕ2,PI =

1− logλ= η½ �ð Þ
2 = 1− log 0:4921ð Þ=1:9ð Þ

2 = 0:3441 or 34:41%
of EMA and ϕ1,PI = 1−ϕ2,PI = 1− 0.3442 = 0.6559 or
65.59% of LLDPE.

For a screw speed of 150 rpm, and based on the calcu-
lation for the phase inversion proposed by Utracki
(Equation (9)), a co-continuous morphology is predicted
for the LLDPE/EMA blend when mass percentages used

are close to 65% of LLDPE and 34% of EMA, as shown in
Figure 1.

5.2 | CA measurements

Previous results have demonstrated that the presence of
graphene and graphene oxide can modify the surface
characteristics of polymer-based nanocomposites.[31,32]

When the nanofiller is very well dispersed in the polymer
matrix, its hydrophobic or hydrophilic character can be
assessed, and modifications of the surface properties of
the polymer are observed. However, if filler agglomerates
are generated during the mixing process, their effect on
the surface properties is suppressed.[33]

To analyze the nanocomposites' hydrophobicity, the
CA (θ) of the water and ethylene glycol drops were mea-
sured over the surface of the FLG and FWCNT
nanocomposites (Figure 2). It is important to know that
the classifications of materials as a function of their
hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity are: a superhydro-
philic material when 0 > θwater < 10�; a hydrophilic
material when 10� > θwater < 90�; a hydrophobic material
when 90� > θwater > 150�, and a superhydrophobic mate-
rial when θwater > 150�C.[34]

The wettability of the samples with water showed an
increase in the hydrophobic characteristic of the poly-
mers when evaluated. This is due to the presence of
graphene and CNTs, which are hydrophobic materials
and lack polarity in carbon atoms.[35] However, the
nanocomposites containing EMA retained their predomi-
nantly hydrophilic behavior because of the ester group in
its molecular structure; the filler amount is not enough to
change this behavior significantly. For the blends, only
two compositions presented a significant influence of the
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nanofillers on the wettability; the other compositions
were not significantly affected.

Regarding the type of solvent used, the observed CA
values were higher when water was used instead of ethyl-
ene glycol. This shows that charge interactions between
the polymer surfaces and the nonpolar liquid are stronger
than those with a polar liquid.

Polar and dispersive components of the surface
energy of the carbon-based nanocomposites were ana-
lyzed, shown in Figure 3. It is known that the dispersive
component of the surface energy is due to electronic
interactions as “van der Waals” forces[36] and the polar
component is related to the surface functional groups,
that is, hydroxyl, carbonyl, carboxyl, and ether groups.[33]
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An increase in the dispersive component of the surface
energy of the LLDPE and LLDPE/EMA compositions can
be observed, which is correlated with a decrease in the
CA between these nanocomposites and ethylene glycol in
comparison with water CA values, due to the predomi-
nantly nonpolar characteristic of the nanofillers and
LLDPE. The higher values of the polar component indi-
cate the influence of the hydrophilic characteristic attrib-
uted to the EMA nanocomposites surface, as previously
shown by CA measurements.

5.3 | Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra of graphite, FLG, and FWCNT, and the
wavenumbers of the D, G, and 2D bands of the
nanocomposites with EMA and LLDPE are shown in
Figure 4 and Table 2, respectively. Raman spectroscopy is
mainly used to characterize the three characteristic bands
of carbonaceous material: the D, G, and 2D bands being
centered at 1348, ~1580, and ~2693 cm−1 for FLG and
~1339, ~1587, and ~2665 cm−1 for FWCNT as shown in
Table 2. The D band represents defects and structural dis-
order in the carbon lattice and results from the conver-
sion of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms into sp3 hybridized

carbon atoms.[37] In CNTs, the G band is associated with
the longitudinal and transverse vibrations of the nan-
otubes[38]; for graphene, the G band is generally attrib-
uted to the elongation movement in the bonding plane of
sp2 carbon atoms.[39] The 2D band is the second-order
band of the D band,[40] an indicator of the number of
graphene layers.[41] When there is an increase in its
intensity and position displacement to smaller wave-
lengths, this is an indication of an increase in the number
of graphene layers. The intensity ratio between the D and
G (ID/IG) bands indicates the level of defects in the gra-
phitic structure as vacancies, heptagon-pentagon pairs,
folds, and heteroatoms.[42]

In the graphene Raman spectrum, an intense D-band
and a shifted 2D-band compared to a typical graphite
sample can be observed in Figure 4A,B, respectively. The
D band presented in the FLG spectrum indicates that the
liquid phase exfoliation step induced damage to the gra-
phitic material edges; however, this could lead to a
decrease in stacked sheets. This material was later evalu-
ated through a G-protocol.[43] The results obtained from
this analysis indicate that the acquired graphene is with a
low number of stacked layers, predominantly up to five
layers (Figure 5).

The D, G, and 2D bands appearing in the Raman
spectrum for the LLDPE, EMA, and LLDPE/EMA
nanocomposites are derived from the D, G, and 2D bands
of the FWCNT and FLG, respectively. The D, G, and 2D
bands of almost all evaluated nanocomposites shifted
after their insertion into the different polymer matrices.
This shifting to higher wavenumbers may indicate the
formation of noncovalent interactions between the poly-
mer matrices and nanoparticles.[44]

It is known that the position of the 2D band is sensi-
tive to stress in the nanotubes, that when this band shifts
up or down, there is an insertion of compressive strain or
tensile strain in the CNT, respectively.[45–47] For the com-
positions, Blend/1%FWCNT, Blend/2%FWCNT, and
Blend/1%FLG/2%FWCNT, shown in Table 2, the 2D
band moved to higher wavenumbers, as a result of the
intercalated polymer in the CNT bundles, which led to
the insertion of compressive strain in the CNTs.

The calculated ID/IG intensity ratios for the FLG and
FWCNT nanoparticles present in the nanocomposites
were used to estimate the defect density of the nanotubes
and graphene as a consequence of the melt mixing using
different blending sequences as shown in Table 2. The
ID/IG values for the FWCNT and FLG nanofillers as
received were 0.989 and 0.549, respectively. It was
observed that for the FLG and FWCNT nanocomposites,
their value was reduced from ~0.549 to ~0.460 and from
~960 to ~901, respectively. This behavior denotes a low
quantity of defects and maintenance of the structural
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quality of these carbon nanoparticles, even after the
extrusion process. The I2D/IG ratio of FLG nano-
composites was much higher than that observed for the
FLG nanofiller (an increase of about 52%), suggesting
that there was a reduction in the number of layers
(Figure 7C). It is known that the intensity of the 2D band,
for the CNTs, is highly sensitive to tube diameter distri-
bution and structural variations along the tube axis.[47]

Therefore, the analysis of the I2D/IG intensity ratio values
of the FWCNT inside the nanocomposites showed a
small decrease in its values, suggesting that most of the
CNT crystalline structure was preserved.

5.4 | Morphological analysis

Analysis of the micrography shown in Figure 6A,B, con-
firms the formation of a co-continuous morphology in
the LLDPE/EMA blend as previously predicted by the
calculation of the phase inversion above, based on the
approach proposed by Utracki.[28]

The changes in the phase morphology of the blends
typically depend on the concentration, shape, type, and
dimensions of the filler. It is widely known that selective
localization of the filler in binary blends typically
depends on various factors like thermodynamic, kinetic,
and melt viscosity of the components.[48,49] Observation
of the surface fracture of the Blend/3%FLG/2%FWCNT
(Figure 6D,E) composition showed that the nanofillers
presence in the hybrid led to the disruption of the co-
continuous morphology, leading to the migration of the
nanofillers from the EMA phase, possibly to the LLDPE
phase. Figure 6D,E suggests a preferential migration to
LLDPE phase, since FWCNT are embedded in this matrix.
Although the location of the FLG nanoparticles has not
been precisely located in the presented micrographs, the
rheological percolation results (Figure 7) suggest that
FLG nanoparticles are supposed to be embedded in the
LLDPE phase. One explanation for this behavior is that
the surface interaction of systems with a higher LLDPE
fraction is predominantly hydrophobic when compared to
systems containing only EMA (Figures 2 and 3).

TABLE 2 Wavenumbers of D, G,

and 2D bands with their respective

ID/IG and I2D/IG values Compositions

Band (cm−1)

ID/IG I2D/IGD G 2D

FLG 1348 1580 2693 0.549 0.287

FWCNT 1339 1573 2665 0.989 0.273

LLDPE 1.5%FLG 1353 " 1587 " 2708 " 0.489 # 0.412 "
3%FLG 1351 " 1587 " 2714 " 0.459 # 0.544 "

EMA 1.5%FLG 1353 " 1588 " 2705 " 0.869 " 0.452 "
3%FLG 1352 " 1586 " 2711 " 0.511 # 0.555 "

LLDPE 1%FWCNT — — — — —

2%FWCNT 1351 " 1597 " 2706 " 0.922 # 0.616 "
EMA 1%FWCNT 1349 " 1593" 2699 " 0.962 # 0.526 "

2%FWCNT 1351 " 1596" 2703 " 0.901 # 0.604 "
Blend 1.5%FLG 1352 " 1586 " 2713 " 0.464 # 0.496 "

3%FLG 1354 " 1588 " 2710 " 0.539 # 0.474 "
Blend 1%FWCNT — — — — —

2%FWCNT — — — — —

Blend 1%FLG — — — — —

2%FWCNT — — — — —

Blend 1%FLG 1356 " 1588 " 2703 " 0.728 " 0.387 "
2%FWCNT 1351 " 1596 " 2702 " 0.969 # 0.718 "

Note: Superior value " or inferior # to that observed in the FLG or FWCNT nanofillers. Raman
spectra of the compositions LLDPE/1%FWCNT, LLDPE/EMA/1%FWCNT, LLDPE/EMA/2%
FWCNT, LLDPE/EMA/0.5%FLG/1%FWCNT were not localized.
Abbreviations: EMA, ethylene-co-methylacrylate; FLG, few-layer graphene; FWCNT, few-
walled carbon nanotube; LLDPE, linear low-density polyethylene.
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5.5 | Rheology analysis

Figure 7 shows storage modulus (G0), loss modulus (G00),
complex viscosity (|n*|), damping factor (ζ), and relaxa-
tion time (λ) as a function of frequency, and phase angle
(δ) as a function of complex modulus, under an amplitude
oscillatory shear (strain γ = 1%) for a frequency range
from 0.1 to 625 rad/s at 200�C. Next to each graph in
Figure 7, a bar graph was placed showing the trends
observed in the low angular frequency region
(0.1-0.14 rad/s), which was evaluated for Figure 7A-C by
the calculation of the slope straight line, and for
Figure 7D-F, by the observation of the low angular values
of damping factor (tan δ = G00/G0), phase angle, and relax-
ation time, respectively. From Figure 7A, it can be

observed that at low frequencies, the storage modulus (G0)
and loss modulus (G00) of all nanocomposites were
enhanced with higher filler concentrations. This increase
is more significant with the blends containing FWCNT
and FLG/FWCNT, due to the better dispersion of CNTs,
as shown in Figure 6E. Figure 7C showed the same
enhancement trend in the complex viscosity with the
increase of the filler amount, which was more pro-
nounced in the compositions containing CNTs, because of
its high aspect ratio, which could lead to the formation of
a more percolated structure in the nanocomposites.[16,50]

The liquid-solid transition point, as a result of the
FWCNT and FLG network generation, cannot be easily
predicted from the storage modulus or complex viscosity
concerning frequency due to the elastic nature of the

FIGURE 5 Raman analysis results of graphene powder evaluated through a G-protocol [43]. A, Lorentzian adjustment of the D, G, and

D0 bands and, B, histogram with the distribution of the number of graphene layers [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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polymers evaluated. Therefore, the variation of phase
angle (δ) as a function of complex modulus (Figure 7E),
and the damping factor (tan δ = G00/G0) with respect to
angular frequency (Figure 7D) were used to estimate vis-
cous to elastic behavior transition. It is known that when
polymer chains are relaxed, the value of δ is 90� in the
low G* region.[51] With the formation of a percolated net-
work, the phase angle is reduced to values below 45�,
indicating the predominance of an elastic component over
the entire frequency range.[52] Concerning tan δ = G00/G0,
it is known that the closer its value is to 1, a more solid-
like behavior the material will present, (tan δ < 1) and
that the further from 1 (tan δ > 1), a more liquid-like
behavior.[53] Although almost all the compositions

presented a reduction in their values of δ and tan δ with
the increase in filler loading, it can be observed that only
five compositions (LLDPE/2%FWCNT, Blend/1%FWCNT,
Blend/2%FWCNT, Blend/1.5%FLG/1%FWCNT, and
Blend/3%FLG/2%FWCNT) presented a predominantly
elastic behavior (δ < 45� and tan δ < 1), suggesting that
the network of CNTs was better developed in the LLDPE
matrix and blend. For the other compositions with
δ > 45� and tan δ > 1, it can be said that, despite the
reductions observed in their δ e tan δ values, some fac-
tors, such as the partial dispersion of particles, the possi-
ble presence of some agglomerates and the reduced
filler quantity used may have been the contributing factor
that makes a liquid-solid transition impossible for such

FIGURE 6 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE)/ethylene-co-methylacrylate

(EMA) blend (A and B) and carbon-based nanocomposites (C-E) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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compositions. Attempting to reaffirm the above consider-
ations, the relaxation time was analyzed (λ), which can
be calculated as follows[54]:

λ=
G0

η*xω2
ð11Þ

FIGURE 7 Plot of G0 vs ω, A, G00 vs ω, B, η*vs ω, C, tan δ vs ω, D, δ vs |G*|, E, λ vs ω, F, for the linear low-density polyethylene

(LLDPE), ethylene-co-methylacrylate (EMA), and LLDPE/EMA nanocomposites with few-layer graphene (FLG) and few-walled carbon

nanotube (FWCNT) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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It is known that relaxation time represents the time
required by the polymer molecules to relax completely
during processing. It can indicate whether there is any
in-built stress in the sample or not. If processing time is
more significant than relaxation time, then the polymer

molecules contain no in-built stress.[55] In Figure 7F, it
can be observed that the relaxation time of the composi-
tions with FWCNT and FLG/FWCNT is much longer
than the neat polymers; compared to the nanocomposites
with FLG that have a relaxation time near to the neat

FIGURE 7 (Continued)
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polymers. This increase in the relaxation time can be
related to the retaining of the polymer chains mobility
due to the formation of a percolated network structure,
which needs a longer time for breaking.[56]

5.6 | Electrical conductivity

Figure 8 shows the electrical conductivity of the composi-
tions with LLDPE, EMA, and LLDPE/EMA as a function
of the different mass fractions of FLG, FWCNT, and
FLG/FWCNT. It can be observed that for almost all com-
positions (neat polymers and blends), there was an
increase in the electrical conductivity proportional to the
increase in the fraction of filler used: whether FLG or
FWCNT. In this case, the percentage increase ranged
from 10.7% (from 1% to 2% of FWCNT in LLDPE) to
66.2% (from 1.5% to 3% FLG in LLDPE).

Regarding the type of filler, for the compositions with
one matrix, a significative difference was not observed.
However, when the same comparison is made with
LLDPE/1% FWCNT, and EMA/1% FWCNT samples, an
increased range from 61.6% for LLDPE and 132.1% for
EMA can be observed when compared to the
LLDPE/1.5%FLG and EMA/1.5%FLG compositions, as
shown in Figure 8. Since the electrical conductivities of

the FLG and FWCNT nanofillers are equivalent,[57] the
better dispersion of the FWCNT in the polymer matrix, is
probably the main factor responsible for the better elec-
trical conductivity observed in its nanocomposites
(as presented Figure 7). This happens because rod-like
structures are more effective than nanofillers of disc-like
structures in creating conductive networks.[15] Besides,
possible wrinkling, crimping, and scrolling can reduce
the aspect ratio of the FLG. The factors mentioned above
lead to the higher electrical conductivity of FWCNT-
based nanocomposites in comparison with FLG-based
nanocomposites for neat polymer compositions.[8]

It is important to note that during the manufacturing
process of these nanocomposites, no surfactant was used
for the dispersion of either nanotubes or graphene. Thus,
the lower electrical conductivity improvement of the
blends regarding the neat polymers may have been due
to the presence of a layer of polymer between the
nanofillers, interfering with the formation of a more effi-
cient electrical conducting path, preventing the direct
contact between the nanofillers and acting as an insulat-
ing layer in the tunneling barrier for electrical trans-
port.[58] Furthermore, the extrusion was in two stages for
the blends, which may have led to a reduction in the
dimensions of the nanoparticles.

For the blends, although there was no significant
improvement over the same compositions of neat poly-
mers containing nanofillers, it was observed that the two
hybrids studied (Blend/1.5%FLG/1%FWCNT and
Blend/3%FLG/2%FWCNT) presented values of electrical
conductivity higher than almost all the compositions
evaluated (Figure 8). In the compositions containing only
graphene or CNT, agglomeration or restacking may
occur, respectively. In the case of hybrid polymer
nanocomposites, the coexistence of CNTs and graphene
may inhibit these interactions due to the increase of the
steric hindrance through the π-π interactions of the CNTs
and the graphene sheets due to the presence of CNTs
between the graphene sheets. Another possible explana-
tion for the best results observed for the FWCNT/FLG
hybrid nanocomposites is the reduction in contact resis-
tance due to the formation of 1D-2D interconnections,
which increase the contact area, decreasing the electrical
resistivity.[59]

5.7 | Comparison between rheological
and electrical percolation

It is known that electrical and rheological percolation
thresholds are dependent on the characteristics of the
nanoparticles (size, type, and geometry), the polymer
matrix (viscosity and molecular weight), and processing
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conditions.[60] Before comparing these properties, it is
important to clearly define the electrical and percolation
threshold. The electrical percolation threshold is reached
when a conductive path is formed across the material
above the critical concentration of the conducting phase.
The electrical conduction is described by two mecha-
nisms: direct conduction (when there is direct contact
between the fillers) or electron hopping (when the elec-
trons “jump” from a conductive filler to another).[61] The
rheological percolation threshold is a transition from
liquid-like to solid-like behavior in the melt state, which
is usually associated with an abrupt increase in their elas-
ticity values due to the formation of a nanoparticle net-
work through the matrix.[60]

It has been observed that in many of the literature
studies using similar matrices,[62–67] the amount of
graphene and CNT used in these studies ranges from 1.6
to 3.3 times higher than in the work presented in this
article to achieve conductivity values up to 1000 times
lower than those shown in Figure 8. As shown in
Figure 8, the abrupt increase in the electron conductivity
from 10−12 S/cm (nonmodified polymer matrix) to 10−5-
10−4 S/cm (nanocomposites), indicates a higher degree of
connectivity within the embedded conducting phase,
suggesting that electric percolation was attained. How-
ever, rheological percolation was only verified in five
nanocomposites. An explanation lies in the absence of
physical touching between the nanofillers.[63] For electri-
cal percolation, this is not necessary due to the hopping/
tunneling effect,[68] such a feature can result in a higher
rheological threshold for these compositions. It is impor-
tant to highlight that for the electrical conductivity range
obtained in this work these films can be used for many
engineering applications, such as electrically conducting
adhesives, antistatic coatings and films, electromagnetic
interference shielding materials for electronic devices,
thermal interface materials, and so forth.[69]

6 | CONCLUSIONS

LLDPE/EMA/FLG/FWCNT hybrids nanocomposites
were produced by the melt compounding technique,
using a twin-screw extruder. As proposed initially, electri-
cal conductivity was considerably improved for all the
compositions evaluated. Below it is well explained the
reasons for this achievement. Raman spectroscopy
showed that despite the high shear rates presented in the
extrusion process, the ratio values of the calculated ID/IG
intensities for the nanocomposites with FLG and
FWCNT showed that they maintained their structural
quality with few defects. In addition, because the I2D/IG
values were two times higher than those observed for

FLG, it may be suggested that there was a reduction in
the number of the graphene sheets during processing in
the extruder. Analysis of the surface properties showed a
better wettability between EMA-FLG and LLDPE-
FWCNT. Scanning electron micrographs confirmed the
predicted co-continuous morphology in the blend and a
better dispersion in the blend containing FLG/FWCNT.
The reduced values of the phase angle (<45�) and
damping factor <1, for the LLDPE/EMA blends with
FWCNT and for its hybrids with FLG/FWCNT, con-
firmed the rheological percolation of these compositions.
This result agrees with the CA measurements, where the
predominantly hydrophobic character of the LLDPE
matrix, facilitated the dispersion of the FWCNT and con-
sequently, the formation of a percolated network.

However, the hydrophilic character of the EMA may
have contributed to the nonformation of a rheologically
percolated network in the EMA compositions with the
nanofillers. The electrical conductivity analyses showed
that an increase of at least six orders of magnitude is
observed for the nanocomposites compared to the
unfilled polymers. By increasing the filler volume frac-
tion, there was no noticeable difference between the con-
ductivities within the nanocomposites with the same
matrix, regardless of the type of filler used, suggesting
that the percolation threshold was attained for a small
volume fraction of the conducting component. However,
in the hybrids, an improvement in this property was
observed, corroborating the physical properties observed
in the other characterizations.
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